


Ana: Trillium Lakelands District School Board acknowledges that these lands and 
waters are the traditional homeland of the Ojibway (Oh-jib-way) Nation and the 
Huron (Hur-on) / Wendat (When-dat) Nation, and now includes communities from 
the Mohawk Nation, the Pottawatomi (Pot-a-watt-a-me) Nation, the Inuit Nation and 
the Métis (May-tee) Nation of Ontario .
Under the One Dish With One Spoon Treaty, the Haudenosaunee (Hoden-oh-show-
nee) Confederacy and the Anishinaabe (An-ish-i-na-bay) Peoples agreed to share 
and care for this territory for the benefit of future generations. We acknowledge 
their stewardship throughout the ages. Please take a moment now to acknowledge the 
traditional territory that you are situated on.
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Review Slide.
Why is this important?
Because mathematics is the study of abstract concepts.
The teacher plays a key role in allowing students to develop a rich understanding that is 
more than isolated facts and procedures.
Let’s explore these ideas further
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When engaged in rich problem solving tasks, we have an opportunity to use a variety of 
tools such as manipulatives to build concrete models and visually represent ideas that are 
abstract.  (includes use of diagrams).  
This allows students to make sense of mathematical ideas and think through problems 
with better depth and understanding.

A classroom that supports this will have a variety of tools.  They are easily available in the 
classroom, allowing students to select and make decisions about what the best tool to use 
as well as tools that won’t work.
These tools and visuals are important for all students (not just for struggling students), 
across grades.  Learning a new math concepts begin from a concrete perspective. 
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A math talk community is key to allowing students to communicate their thinking, “since 
the mathematical ideas are not in the representations themselves but rather in student’s 
thinking about mathematics.” (High-Impact Instructional Practices in Mathematics, 2020)

Tools and Representations support students to clarify their ideas and express them more 
precisely.  When sharing their thinking, and hearing multiple perspectives students build a 
deeper understanding and math becomes more then a set of rules to be followed.
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Suggestion for administrators to further explore Tools and Representations in the context 
of the items we have highlighted.

What Works?  Research into Practice Monograph can support thee conversations.

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/WW_SpaceThinkMath.
pdf
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